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&ualr and Dana-Fai~,$eld &unly Miner&.

ART.1V.-On a. new and remarkable mineral h l i t y in Fai~$ehi
h n t y , Bnnecticut ;with. a &mption of sevma2 new species
ccmmmngthere; by GEORGEJ. BRUBHand EDWARD
S.

DANA. First Paper.
EMtO+iCd Note.

THE new locality of manganmian phosphates, which we
situated near the
shall describe in this and following
Fairfield Count ,
village of Branchville, in the town o
evident from t e
Connecticut. Its remarkable
statement that we have thus far discovered, among the material
which we have obtained from there, no less than uix new and
well defined species, besides many other known species of more
or less rarit .
The l d i t y was first opened some two years since by Mr.
A. N. Fillow, upon whose land it is situated, and who made
considerable excavations in the search for mica of commercial
value. Only a limited quantity of this was obtained, so that
the work was 0nall discontinued and the opening filled up ;
by which means the edge was buried under six to eight feet of
soil. With most commendable thoughtfulness, however, he
laid aside and preserved a large number of specimens which
seemed to him to be of some interest. In the latter art of the
summer of 1877, Prof. Dana visited the region an his attention was called by Mr. Fillow to the collection of minerals
mentioned, and by him several specimens were brought to New
Haven. Later, Rev. John Dickinson of Redding, the adjoining
village, happened to visit the locality and obtained a considerable amount of the minerals, eome of which he sent to New
Haven for determination. I t was not, however, until the early
present year that we were able personally to visit
Appreciating then the unusual interest conit, we immediate1 made arran ementa with Mr.
Fillow to uncover the ledge a n d t o o forwar with the exploration as thoroughly as possibla
e have now ushed the
matter as far as is practicable for the present, but ater in the
season we hope to accomplish more. The result of our work
has been to place in our hands a large amount of material, in
the examination of which we are at present engaged, and we
are now ready to make public* a portion of the results. I n
addition to the material we have rsonally obtained, we have,
through the liberality of Mr. Dic inson, come into the possession of a large number of additional specimens collected by
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*Short notices of the new species eoqhorite triploidite, dickiusonite, and
limo hilite (by mistake printed liLhMlite) were published on pp. 398, 481, of the
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himself before our first visits to Branchville. These have
t a t service to us in the study of the speciea
been of the
occurring at t e locality, and we would here expreas our great
a reciation of his enerosity. We would also mention our
o!!$itions
to Mr. Fi low and his brother, who have been maet
care ul in obtaining the b e t results possible in the explorations
of which they have taken charge.
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All the minerals which we have obtained are from a single
vein of albitic granite, and the line along which the explorations have been carried does not exceed twenty feet. The
general description of the vein and of the minerals which cornpose i t w i t h the exception of the manganesian phosphate13
and the immediately associated species-we reserve for a later
aper; we will mention, however, that outside of these we
Rave identified the following species :Albite, quartz, microcline in large masses, a hydro-mica near
darnourite having a peculiar concentric spherical structure,
spodurnene in crystals weighing one to two hundred pounds,
cymatolite as a result of the decom osition of spodurnene
crystals, sometimes nine inches in wid& apatite, miomlite (sp.
gr. =6 , columbite (sp. gr. =6.6), apatite, garnet, tourmaline and
ite
stsum
- -- ..
. - -.
.-.
The manganesian phosphates and related minerals occur in
nesta imbedded in the albite. A single deposit yielded almost
all the material obtained, it being probable that what came out
as the result of our work was a part of the same body of minerals which Mr. Fillow had blasted into two years before. A
second deposit will be mentioned later as having furnished the
lithiophilite.
The minerals which form the mass of the first mentioned
bed are :-Eosphorite, dickinsonite, triploidite and rhodochrosite. Of these, the first three are new and are described at
length in this paper. These four minerals, together with
quartz, occur associated in the most intimate manner possible,
it being not at all unusual to find all of them in a single hand
This is especially true of the three new minerals:
t e eosphorite is often found in crystals entirely imbedded in
the dickinsonite, and again the finely disseminated plates of
dickinsonite ive a green color to much of the massive
uartz is also contained in much of the massive
eosphorite.
eosphorite, thus givin it a very anomalous appearance ; it also
forms the mass in w ich the triploidite crystals are imbedded-both these oints are spoken of more particularly later.
Quartz is also o ten misted with the rhodochrosite, that
mineral being disseminated in crystalline grains through the
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quartz, in which occasional brilliant cub- of pyrite are also
imbedded.
I n addition to the above minerals, as original constituents of
the same deposit, are amblygonite (hebronite), and a phos hate
of manganese isomorphous with acorodita which we sha 1 deacribe under the name reddingite. A s secondary roducts we
have apatite and quartz coating together crystals o eosphorite,
vivianite in thin layem and crystals, beeides other species,
which as yet, owing to lack of sufficient material for examination, we have been unable to determine.
Furthermore, there are a variety of alteration producta : each
one of the manganesian phosphates yields on alteration a black
of manganese and iron sequioxides, and
a pseudomorph of hydrated oxiderr
nest discovered consisted almost exclusively of lithiophilite. Of the previously mentioned minerals
rhodochrosite is the only one we have observed with it, and that
occm very sparingly. In addition, however, a peculiar green
manganiferous apatite, spodumene and cymatolite are intimately
associatecl with the lithiophilite, beaides the black hoaphate
produced from its oxidation, and occasional crystals o uraninite
and both reen and yellow hydrated phosphates of uranium.
From t e large amoulit of black oxidized material, rich in
lithia, found with the first de it it is probable that lithiophilite,
or some other similar miners of the triphylite mup, formed one
of the ori rinal constituents of that mass. In t it was the discovery of ithia in the black product of decomposition, and ite absence in eosphorite, triploidite and dickinsonite, which led us to
make further search for the source of this alkali. Fortunately,
in the deepest part of our explorations in the vein we struck a
small nest whlcb afforded us the fresh unaltered mineral.
W e wish here to ex ress our eat obli ations to Measrs.
Samuel L Penfield and orace L ells o f t e Sheffield Labornt.org, for the excellent anal ses which their enthusiastic devotion to the work has enabl us to r n t in this paper. The
carrying through of these anal sea as involved in many cases
more than usual difficulty, an we appreciate fully to what an
extent the value of this article is de endent upon the akill and
patient care with which these difficu ties have been overcome.
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Cfeneralphysicalcharacters.-Eosphorite occurs in prismatic
crystals, sometimes of considerable size, which belon to the
rlhorhiornbic a y a h They show a nearly
macAagonal
cleavage. It also and more commonly occurs rnasaive, some
specimens showin the cleavage finely, but graduatin into
others which are c mely compact. The bardnesa is 6. f o r the
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specific gravity, three perfectly pure m c o l o r e d specimens
gave 3.124, 8.184 and 3145; mean 8.154. The luster of cryatallized specimens is vitreous to sub-resinous, upon cleavage
surfaces exceedingly brilliant ; of the maaaive mineral often
r ~ y The
.
color of the crystals is ink, some having the
right shade mmmon in --quartz,
wRile others are paler and
have a yellow to gray hue ; the smallest crystals are nearly
colorless The masaive compact mined is pale
me varigrayish-, bluish-, and yellowish-white, and white.
eties closely resemble in color and luster green elreolite ; the
green color, however, is shown by the examination of thin sections under the microsco e to be due to finely-dieaeminated
scales of dickinmnite. %me varieties again are rendered
impure by the resence of quartz through the mass, and they
then have a wgitish color and granular texture ; this subject
is expanded in a later paragraph.
The m i n e d ie transparent to translucent The streak is
nearly white, and the fiacture uneven to subconchoidal.
Demiption of cqstak-Specimens of crystallized eosphorite
are rare. The most of those obtained seem to have come from
a single cavity, the crystals standing free, and ro'ecting to some
length. Agam they are found completely irn&dded, as, for in1.
2.
s.

gk,

Eoqhodta

Childrenite, Hobran, Me. ChiWmite, Tavhck.

stance, in dickinsonite. These crystals are in general small ; but
occasionally imperfect crystals of a considerable size are met
a width of about an inch, and is two
with, one of these ex
inches long; in anot er, a single plane bas a width of nearly
two inches. The planes are seldom well lished, and only in
rare cases are exact measurements obtaina le. This is due in
part to the fact that the surfaces of the crystals are often coated
with drus quartz, and again with minute crystals of apatite,
and also gecauae the prismatic planes almost always, and the
puyramidal planee very commonly, are finely striated. This
striation of the prismatic planes is a marked characteristic and
gives rise to rounded barrel-shaped crystals analogous to those
observed of tourmaline and many other species.
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The crystals are invariably prismatic in habit, and show but
one terminated extremit ; in this respect they differ from the
ordinary childrenite of $avistock, to which it will be shown
they are closely related. The general form is shown in fig. 1.
The crystallo phic measurements and also the optical examination prove t at the crystals belong to the ORTHORHOMBIC

r

SYSTEM.

The fundamental angles were obtained from measurements
on a small crystal whose pyramidal planes gave excellent reflections. The mean of a considerable number of readings, whose
extremes differed by only I+', was taken in each case. A
goniometer provided with two telescopes wns always employed.
These angles* are as follows :1ii=480 27' 4s'
p Apt 111 A p ,,p' or Ill A 111=61° I' 64'

From theae the following axial ratio is obtained :B
6
c (vert.)
1.28732

0.66299

1.00000

The observed planes are as follows :
a
b

i-I

loo+

6%

010
110
120

z
-5

1
g

P
P
s

1

J-f
2-2

111
232
121

The following is a list of the most important angles both
calculated and measured, ao far as the last have any value.
The angles obtained from the prismatic planes in general, and
conspicuously the macropinacoid a (100) were in most w e s
entirely unreliable.
c.lanl&d.

I,I
g-V
a A I
" ~ 0

b~ I
bAv
aAP
"AP
and

~ A P
b A cl

iio =
120 l a 0 =
l O O n 110 =
1OOA 120 =
0 1 0 110
~
=
0 1 0 120
~
=
100~111 =
100 232 =
1OOA121 =
=
0 1 0 111
~
,010 232 =
110,

A

A

750 41'
114" 28'
37' 50'
67" 14'
62' 10'
32' 48'
69' 29'
62' 19'
66' 13'
66" 46'
67' 13'

YeYPred

75" 36'

52' 12'

The mpplement anglee, that ie, the angles between the normale of the planes,
are in all oasea given.
t In making the shorter lateral d a, and giving the lrymbol 100 to the macropinamid, and 010 to the brschypinacoid, we follow Ghoth's Zeitachrift fiir KryeWlo~rophie. With Miller (whose method ie adopted in Dana's Text-Book of
Mineralogy) the reverse is true.
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c.lca1.bd.

010*1a1 = 49" 21'
110,111 = 49" 69'
lao,ial
= 39013'
111n lil = *46"28'
asan aiia = 6s. 33'
i a i n i E i = 81' 18'
111A i l l = *61° 2'
232 A532 = asoaa*
l a l A i 2 1 = 49" 34'
l l l A f i l = 800 a'
asa, Ga = 91' 1'
121 A 121 = 101' 33'
111 A 181 = I?" 26'

b .a

P
v

~

8

PAP'
PAQI
aAd
P -P'
9 . 9'
8-0'

p A p"'
q * f"
a A dU
PAS

Yeulued

49" 56'

46' 28'

61' 4'
49' 39'
80' 0'

11" 18'

Eosphorite is in crystalline form closely homceomorphous
with childrenite. Fig. 2 represents the common form of the
childrenite from Hebron, Maine," as we have found from an
examination of the specimens in New Haven. The crystals
are mmetimes terminated at both extremities as here represented. I t is placed in such a position as to correspond with
the eosphorite, the pyramid s being identical in the two, as are
also the prisms. Fig. 3 shows a common form of the Tavistock
crystals ; other crystals have the plane b present and resemble
fig. 2 more close1 in habit. The angles given below show the
close relation in orm between childrenite and eosphorite.

t'

Eaphorite.

1-1
8-d
a a'
A

S A ~

76" 41'
81" 18'
49. 34'
" l o l o 38'

Chlldrenlta.
TavWmk (Cooks.)

76" 24'
81" 20'
49" 60'
101' 43'

Chlldrenlte.
Hsbmn (Cooke.)

14" 20'
80' 38'
50" 36'
1010 36'

Chlldrsnltd

(LUllsrS

76' 46'
83" 8'
49- 58'
loaO41'

.

I n order to bring. the crystals of childrenite into this position the clinodome (2-4 or n of Miller) is made the unit prism.
0pticalpropertk.-A careful examination in the stauroaoope
proved that the three axes of elasticity coincide with the crystalline axes, showing that the crystals are really orthorhombic.
The optio axes lie in the macrodiagonal section, or plane of
cleavage, the acute bisectrix (first mean-line) being normal to
the brachy inacoid, and the obtuse bisectrix consequently to
the basal p ane. The axial angle could not be obta~nedwith
very great accuracy, owin to the fact that the best sections
left much to be desired in t e way of clearness. The measurements gave :2E 54O 30'
red' rays.
= 60' $0
blue rays
The dispersion of the axes is strong, v>p; the character of
the double-refraction is negative.
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*Thin Journ., 11,mvi, 267, 268.
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An examination of a parallelopided cut with its edges parallel to the three axes of elasticity (crystalline axes) showed a
very distinct trichroism. .The axial colors are as follows :

a)

For vmmtimu, pamuel tor (tast is
pnowieb.
a (that is d) deep pink.
c (that ia c (vwt.)) faint pink to nearly oolorleea

r'

CRGmioal cvm lion-The finest of the pink crystals were
used for the c emical examination of eosphorite, which was
made by Mr. Samuel L Penfield, assistant in the Sheffield
Laboratory. A qualitative analysis having shown the resence
of alumina, protoddesof iron and manganese, lime, sofa, phqsphoric acid and water, the following method was em loyed In
t h e quantitative separation of the constituents
he total
phos horic acid was determined by means of ammonium
rnoly%data To determine the bone gram of the mineral
was fused with sodium carbonate, the fused mass soaked out
in water and the solution filtered from the residue of oxides of
iron and manganese. Most of the alumina went into solution
with the sodium phosphate. The residue of oxides of iron
and manganese was dissolved in hydrochloric acid and the
iron separated from the manganese by means of a basic acetate precipitation. To insure the complete separation of the
alumma from the iron, the precipitate of basic acetate of iron
was boiled with sodium hydroxide, the solution filtered off
a n d added to the solution from the fusion, the oxide of iron
was then dissolved in hydrochloric acid, the iron
he iron
pitad
was
with ammonia and weighed as iron sesqnioxide.
then diesolved in h drochloric acid, evaporated with nitric acid
and ammonium mo ybdate added to precipitate any phosphoric
acid which might not have been separated by the sodium carbonate fusion. In this caee there was a complete separation.
From the filtrate from the basic acetate precipitation, man
neaa was precipitated by means of bromine, the precipitate
solved in hydrochloric acid, the manganese agaln precipitated
as ammonio-manganese phosphate and weighed as p rophoshata From the filtrates from the recipitation by romine,
Erne was t b w n down as oxdate. k h e solutions containing
the alumina were acidified with hydrochloric acid, boiled to
expel carbonic acid, and aluminum phos hate precipitated
by means of ammonia; the preci itate was fi tered, washed, dissolved and ain precipitated aof; weighed as aluminum phos- .
phate. As t is precipitate is not constant in composition, after
weighing, it was dissolved in nitrio acid and the phosphoric
acid separated by means of ammonium molybdate. The hosphoric mid wsa determined and deducted from the weig t of
the aluminum phos hate.
The sodium was etermined by precipitating the baeee from
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an acid solution by means of ammonium carbonate, evaporating the filtrate to dryness, igniting to drive o b ammonium
salts. The residue was taken up in water, barium hydroxide
added to precipitate any phosphoric acid or man nese which
might hare remained in solution, the excess of rarium separated and the sodium weighed as sodium chloride. Care was
taken to carry on the eva orations in platinum and avoid
contact with glaw as muci as p o ~ i b l a Water was deter
miued by igniting in a Bohemian glass tube in a gas furnace,
the water being collected in a chloride of calcium tube.
Two analyses gave :
I.

P.0,

Mean.
3 1-05
22'19

31.10
21.99
7.42
23.47
'54
.33
16.66

30.99
22.40
7.39
23-66

- -

-

100'61

10076

100.62

&OI

FeO
MnO
Coo

Na,O
H,O

XI.

'64
'33
15'64

.64
'33
16.60

Behtive umber of .(om calcnlakd
from the
'219
1.
1.
-2 16
.99
1.

-.

.OI 0

-449

2.06

2.

'866

3.96

4.

*006

The ratio P,O, : AIO, : RO : H , O = l : 1:2 : 4 corres onds to
the empirical for.mula H,AIP,O, ,, 4H,O, which may e written Alp, 0, +2H,RO, +2aq. The analogy in the composition of eosphorite to that of childrenite suggestcl, however,
that the better way of writing the formula is:

E

I n the formula R corresponds to Mn and F e with small qnantities of Ca and 'Na, ; the ratio for Mn : Fef Ca+Na =3 :1,
and for Mn : Fe=lO: 3 ; for the last ratio the above !ormula
requires :-

-

Eosphorlts.
Chndrsotte. u ~ a l y w d
Calodated from the f o m ~ . by hmmelsberg.
30'93
28-98
MO*
2286
14'44

PgOa

Chng"%rp
30'66
16.85

The identity between the crystalline form of eosphorite and
that of childrenite has been pointed out in a preceding paragra h, and the analogy between them in chemical corn
an at the same time the wide difference, will he seen rom the
above. The ratios obtained from the analyses of Rammelsberg
and Church for the childrenite from Tavistock and that of eosphorite are as follows :-

d'

rLio

P.O.

:

BO,+RO

1

:

3

:

H,O
4-

I t can hardly be doubted from the above relations and the
other facts given that the two species are in fact isomorphous,
although the uncertainty that hangs over the compsit~onof
childrenite makes it useless to compare the formulas. I t is
quite ossible that, when the composition of childrenite shall
be de nitely settled, it will be found to be analogous to that
ven for eosphorite. I t cannot be questioned, however, that
t e two species though close1 isomorphous, are at the same
time perfectly distinct: the p ysical characters, the habit of
crysta a, and method of occurrence speak em hatically for this.
Chemically, too, they are not to be confoun ed, although they
may be similar compounds; eosphorite is essentially a hosphate of alominum and mongancac, and childrenits of &minum and iron.
Pp0gnosticb.-In
the closed tube eosphorite decrepitata,
whitens, gives off abundance of neutral water, and the residue
turns first black, then gray, and final1 liver-brown with a
in the forceps it
metallic luster, and becomes magnetic.
cracks open, sprouts and whitens, colors the flame ale-green,
and fuses at about four to a black magnetic mass. t dissolves
completely in the fluxes, giving iron and manganese reactions
I t is soluble in nitric and hydrochloric acida
I n order to make certain that our conclusions that the comact m i n e d with greasy luster and rwmbling elsolite was
gut a variety of eosphonte, r e selected a grayish whits and
a parently homogeneous specimen, which was analyzed by Mr.
Joraoe L. Wells, with the following resulta :

i

$

g
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BB.

f

---

Plod---- ----. -- -.
-.-- - --------26-93
fklo*- ------------ ---.
-------.
---- 18.70
FeO .---.---..
6.86
...---.-~eOeOeOeOeOeOeOeOeOeOeO

no --.----.- .--..
.-...-.--.-ls.al

CEO .----...--...-----.----------2.58
H,O .-.--.-----.
.-.
- - - - - -- -- - --- --12.92
h i d u e - - - - - - -- - - - - - -.- - - - - -- - - --1k41
Alkaliee and fluorine.- .- .....- - ......kacse

100.61

A n examination of the residue insoluble in acids proved it
to consist chiefly of quartz. The 0.144gram of insoluble residue gave 0.131 silica (92.8 per cent), and contained besides traces
of iron, alumina and perhaps other bases. The examination

of a thin section of thie variety of eospborite showed the quartz
scattered as grains through the masa
Deducting the residue from the analyaia and calculating
again to 100.61, we have
btorm.

PtOs

31 '43
21-83

MnO

Peo

22.43
6-64

080
Hso

3'01
16-07

"221
-aia

-064
'837

'aal
.aia

1
1

-466

a

'837

4

This is very nearly the composition of eos horita as analyzed
b Penfield. The excess of lime is in part ue to the presence
o apatite which is found associated with much of the eosphori t . . The compact mineral is simply eos horite intimately
mixed with quarta and other species faun: at the locality.
The greener colored varietiea contain dickinsonite and are
somewhat more fusible than ure eosphorite, while the lighter
colored varieties such as d y z e d are more dificultly fusibla
The density of these varieties varied from 2-92-3-08.
The name eosphorite is from the Greek $oapdpos (a synonym of poapdpos, whence the name phosphorus, which means
daum-bearing,in allusion to the characteristic pin color of the
crystallized mineral.

A'

9
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Physical charactem.-Triploidite occurs in c
gates which are distinctly parallel-fibrous to co umnar Insggresome
cases, and in others divergent; and again confusedly fibrous to
nearly compact maasive. Occasionally individual prismatic
crystals are distinct, bein separated from one another by the
trans arent quartz in w ich they are imbedded and from
whit they become detached when the mass is broken into
small fragments. The isolated crystals have sometimes a length
of an inch or more, but i t is not possible to detach them exce t
in very small pieces. The conditions are obviously extreme y
unfavorable to the formation of terminated crystals, but a cawful and long-continued search upon a large amount of material
waa at last rewarded by the d~scoveryof a few more or less
perfect specimens. In rare iustances the crystals have been
observed standing free in small cavities in the massive mineral.
The crystals have perfect orthodiagonal cleavage.
The hardness of triploidite is 4-56, and the specific gravity
5.697. The luster is vitreoua to greasy-adamantine. The
color is yellowish to reddish-brown, in the distinct crystals also
topaz- to wine-yellow, and occasionally hyacinth-red. The
streak is nearly white. Transparent to translucent. The fracture is subconchoidal.

l
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Orysialline form.-Of
the few terminated crystals obtained.
three only were suitable for measurement and only one of these
had the terminations complete. Theae were
extremely small, but the planes were of so
high a luster that they gave good reflections, but little inferior to thoee obtained
from the best eosphorite crystals. The
lanes in the prismatic zone are in the
. .
Erger crystals M, much striated aa to admit
of no. satisfactory measurements In the
crystals selected for careful measurement
the only planes in this zone which could
not be used at all were the clinopinacoids,
for the others the reflections were remonThe crystals show occasionally false planes, bearing
no re ation to the axes of the crystal, and which are evidently
im resaions of portions of adjoining crystals.
&he cr stals belong to the MONOCLINICSYSTEM
and their
habit is s own in figure 4. The axial ratio was obtained from
the following fundamental angles :-

$ad.

i'

C A C = 0Oln011 = 64'48'
a n I = 100,110 = 60°27'
ant = 100n001 = 11°46'

These angles are good, though a little less so than those given
for eos honte-the probable error, however, does not exceed
1 '
he axial ratio ie:

5

T h e observed planes are :
c,
b,

0, 001.
i-i,010.
Ci, 100.

I,

e.

I[

1-r.
2-2,

110.
011.

ail.
The following are the principal an les, both calculated from
the above data, and as measured on t e same crystal (1)and on
the two others (2 and 3) :
a,

p,

%

C8Ieokk.d.

~ i o ~ i i =i2oo64*
o,
~..r,
110..i~o, = aso s8

(1)

Yard.

I,P,

a ~ c , lOOn001, = 71'66'
100 n 011, = 79" 37'
a A I. I00 A 110, = 60' 27'

a

A

i0oA211, = 62' 49'
~ A C , 010 n 011, = 36" 12'
~ A V Z , 010n110, = 2B033'
010 n a l l , = 48' 33'
b,p,
c A r, 001 A 011, = 64" 48'
Onpl

*?lo 66'
79' 36'
*60° 27'

1%

3 3 )

71' 65' (3)

{ ,,.,,,
62' 46'

+64" 48'

64' 49' (2)
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A comparison of the above an les witb those given by
Brooke and Miller for wagnerite s ows that the two species
are homoeomorphous.
Thus in the three diametral zones, we bave :-

%

A s the crystal of wagnerite is placed by Miller, the planea g,
a, c and e bave the symbols (120, (LOO, (OOl), (021 respectively. In the figure
tbs prism g 120 (= I,
by development; it was made
(110) triploidite) has t e greatest
the unit rism by Naumann.
Opl'caPpmprl*k-~he only point that could be established
in regnrd to the optical character of triploidite wae the poeition of the axes of elasticit . The crystal used for measurement had the clinopinacoi% so far developed that it mold be
examined directly in a Rosenbusch microscop I t was found
that of the two axes which lie in the plane of symmetry, one
very nearly coincides with the vertical axis, being inclined
behind (see fig. 4) So-4", and the other consequently is almost
normal to the ortho inacoid. The position of the optic axes
mold not be fixed. !he crystals show no perceptible absorp
tion phenomena.
Chemical wmposilion.-Triploidite
was analyzed by Mr.
Penfield This hydrous phosphate was found to contain iron
and manganese, both bein in the lowest state of oxidation,
with a small amount o lime ; it is entirely free from
fluorine. The method of analysis was substantially the same
as that of eosphorite, (described on page 39). There bein
no alumina in the mineral, the phosphoric acid was determine
directly from the solution of the fusion. The fusion did not
effect a complete separation of the phosphoric acid from the
iron and manganese, as it was retained by the small amount
of lime present. I t was weighed with the iron, and afterwards
was separated from the iron by means of ammonium molyb-

Pen Miller

f

f
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date, determined, deducted from the weight of the latter and
added to the phosphoric acid determination. The results of
two analyses are :
PIO,
FeO
MnO
a0
H,O

RelrrMve ombar ofatom*
wldated from the mean.

I.

a

32.14
15.07
48.36

'36
4.01

92-08
14.69
48.56
'29
4'1 6

32.11
14.88
48.46
'33
4'08

99 93

99.76

99-85

-

: :*

Y-.

-

::::1

.

::g6

'006

-226

-

1.00

:
1'

The ratio P;O, :RO :H,O = 1:4 :1 corresponds to the formula R,P,O,+H,O, or R,P,O,+H,RO,, whereR=Mn: Fe =
3 :1. This formula requlres :
P106

M

MnO
HIO

3191
16-18
47-86
6.06

-

100-00

Among the other phosphates and arsenates the following
seem to be cloaely related to triploidite in composition :
Libethenite
Olivenite
rmalite

Ou,P,O, +H,CuO,
Ou,(P,,Aa,)O, + H,OuO,
W , O , H6*06

Orthorhombic.
Orthorhombic.
Monoolinia

+

None of these species has any relation to triploidite in crystalline form. On the other hand the similarity between the
angles of wagnerite and triploidite has already been shown ;
moreover, the corn sition of triplite is analogous to that of
wagnerite and for t ese reasons a relation between triplite and
triploidite immediately suggests itseK The composition of
theae minerals is :

R"

Mg,PsOa + W F s
(Fe, Mu .P,O,
Fe, Mn) F.
+ MW Fe) (OH),
(&I pe ~e,P*Ot4

Wegnerite
Mplite
Triploidite

1

+

\

I t should be stated that the perfect transparent and brilliant luster of the cr stals analyzed prove beyond a l question
that the absence of uorine and the presence d water (determined directly) are not due to any alteration. The fact that all
the bases are in the lower state of oxidation would be confirmatory evidence were it needed. The conclusion to which
we are led is this-that in the compound tri loidite the radical
hydrox 1 (OH plays the same part as the e ement fluorine, the
molecu e R(0 ), taking the place of the RF,.
firognostics.-In the closed tube triploidite gives neutral
water, turns black and becomes magnetic. Fuses quietly in
the naked lamp flame and B. B. in the forceps, colors the flame
green. Dissolves in the fluxes, giving reactions for manganese
and iron. Soluble in acids.

9

i

i

A

f

An analysis of another specimen of triploidite gave P,O,
3224, FeO 18-65, MnO 42-96, CaO not determined, H,O 409,

uartz 109. The lime was accidentally lost but calculating
?ram
the amount of phosphoric acid retained by the iron it
amounted to 0.90 per cent The analysis is interesting as
showin that the iron and manganese vary in different specimens, tfie darker colored varieties containing the most iron.
The name triploid& given to thie speciee, from tnplite, and

J k form, indicates ita resemblance to triplite in physical characters, and its relation in chemical composition.
P o be contlnueb)

A BT. V.- On oinitroparad&omhb and their Derivatives ;
by Dr. P. TOWNSENDAUSTEN, P.C.S., Assistant Prof. of
Chemistry in Rutgem College. Third paper.*

INmy former papers, I have described the formation of three
dinitroparadibrombenm1s, and roved the a and j3 variation8
to be isomeric colnpounda $ith regard to the third, I am
still somewhat in doubt.
The eculiar formation of nitroparadibromaniline by treatment o alpha dinitroparadibrombenzol with ammonia, has led
me to make experiments with other reagents, and I have been
ratified a t encountering aome quite unexpected phenomena
&haw I shall mention in another paper.
B&initroparabrompM
By ouring a very concentrated alcoholic solution of
"
over t e beta-dinitrodibrombenzol,the mass became scarYO"et-red,
indicating the formation of a salt Examination showed, however, that much of the substance was left unaffected. On heating, an action set in, and fine bnbblea were formed. On diluting with alcohol and acidifying with hydrochloric acid, a dark
brown flocculent mass was obtained, insoluble to any extent in
alcohoL I t was soluble in glacial acetic acid and acetic ether,
in the form of an amorphous
"pmtin%
also
solu le in a solution of sodium hy rate, and As
waait precipitated therefrom by hydrochloric acid, I take it t.6 be an
azoxyphenol.
Vanous attempts to obtain a good yield of the phenol b y
direct treatment with potassa, or soda, in different amounts and
solvcnq did not meet with success, except on a small scala
Although in most casea, the phenol aalt was formed, as could
be discerned from the red color of the liquid, yet on application

!

g
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1842, records the occurrence of "bitumen " in connection with
the trap rock of Connecticut, Tlloee who are fortunate enough
to possess a copy of this report will find tbat Percival with his
usual accuracy of observation, mentions several times the occurrence of this substance while describing the Triassic formation
of the Connecticut Valley. Mr. Percival speaks particularly of
"indurated bitumen " as occurring in the cavities of amygdaloid
trap, and in small veins in the indurated shale adjoining. Associated with these m k s occur, also, bituminous limestones and
shales containing fossil fishea Similar bituminous rocks he
describes as occurring in the small isolated Triassic area of
Southbury and Woodbury in Western Connecticut. In reference to the reported discove of coal in Connecticut the statement is made* that "This su'g,tance, however, is a more or l e a
indurated bitumen, similar to that occasionally occupying the
pores of amygdaloid, or accompanying metallic veins in the tra
and the adjoining indurated sandstones, and is perhaps deriv
from the same volcllnic source as the trap it accompanies."
I t will be noticed from the above that the bitumen described
by Percival has the same geolo cal rrasociations as the mineral
occurring at Plainfield, N. J.
specimen of this mineral from
Connecticut which we have just received from Dr. H. C. Bolton
of Trinity College, and obtained by him from seams in trap
rock near the new college buildings at Hartford, seems identlcal i n its physical and chemical properties with the solid hydrocarbon we have described from New Jersey. The rocks with
which tbis mineral is associated in Connecticut correspond in
litholo 'cal characters and geological position with the eruptive
rock o New Jersey, and are a rtion of the great system of
tra ridges which traverse the lp"
riassic formation in Connecticut
an Massachusetts.

2

2

f'

1

ART.X11.-On a new and remarkuble mineral locaZi/ i n Fair&ld

I

C;bunty, Oonnecticut ; with a descriplwn of seucra new tpecies
occurring there; by GEO.J. BRUSHand EDWARDS. DANA.
First Paper.
[Oontinlaed from page 46.1

Phystbal characfer3.-Dickinsonite occurs most commonly in
crystalline maases, which have a distinctly foliated, almost micaceous, structure. I t is also lamellar-radiated and sometimes
stellated, the laminse being usually more or less curved. This
massive variety forms the gangue in which crystals of eosphorite
are often imbedded, and also sometimes triploidite I t more-

* Percival's (teol. Rep. of

Cam, p. 152.
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over occurs in minute scales distributed through the massive
eos horite and giving it a green color, and is sometimes imbeddecfin the rhodochrosite. Minute tabular crystals are rare ; they
are observed im~lantedupon the gangue, and also scattered
through the reddlngite. In general aspect the nlineral resembles
some varieties of chlorite though very unlike in its brittleness.
I t has perfect basal cleavage. 1be hardness is 3.6-4, and
the s ecific gravity 3.338-3.343. Luster vitreoue, on the cleavage ace somewhat pearly. The color of the purest crystal is
oil- to olive-green, in the massive varieties generally grass-green
though sometimw quite dark; tbe streak is nearly white.
Transparent to translucent, the crystals being perfectly clear.
The laminre are very brittle ; fracture uneven.
Oryalalline form.-Distinct
crystals of dickinsonite are not
often found, and owing to the extremely brittle character of
the mineral, it is only in very rare cases
6.
that they can be obtained showing more
than the basal plane. The crystallogmphic data which are given here were
all obtained from two crystals, which,
though extremely small and yielding
only approximate anglee, yet served to
dec'ide all the essential points. Other
less perfect crystals gave confirmatory
resulta
The
Dickinsonite crystallizes in the MONOCLINICSYSTEM.
axial ratio and obliquity were obtained from the following
angles :-

'I

Plane angle of the bese=140° 0'
c ~ a ,001,100,
c A Z, 001,301,

= 61" 30'
= 49" 30'

The axial ratio is :For the unit prism (not observed),
1, I = 66" 36: and 113" 24'

The observed planes are as follows :C,

0, 001.

u, i-i, loo.
b, CZ, 010.

p,
a,

1, i l l .
3ai.
Z, - 3 4 301.

a,

The adjoining figure shows all of these planes except the
clinopinacoid, which was only once observed.
The following are the most important angles, measured and
calculated :
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c A a, 001 A 100, = *61° 30'
c , ~ , 001 n 801,
= *42' 30'
001 ~ 1 1 1 , =
61" 8'
CAP,
C A ~ , 001 121,
= 8a0 2'
19' 0'
O A Z , 1_00A3Oll =
n
1 ~ 1 1 1 , = 81" 7'
a', 8, ioo ,
f 21, = ssG22'
b A p , 010, ill, - 40" UY
b A # , 010
= 30" 66'
PAP', ill,5 1 , = 98O 40'
a n d , $21
= 118" 9'
A

61"-64"
82'-82" 50'

-

68"

Azl,

I t will be seen from the above table that the angle between
the base and one of the two pyramids (cAp=610 8') differs but
little from the angle between the base and the orthopinacoid
( c ~ a = 6 1 SO'
" ) ; there are thus three planes which have nearly
equal inclinations to the base. Tilicl fact, which is analogous to
that true of the Vesuvian biotite (meroxen) as pointed out by
Tschermak,* gives to the crystals a marked rhombohedra1 aspect
especially as the planes x (301) and 8 (jiai) have usually a mlnor
development. As exact measurements were not possible the
true relations could hardly be established beyond doubt until
recourse was had to an optical exmination. This showed that
the cleavage planes are not iaotrope as they must be if rhombohedral; on the contrary one plane of vibration is exactly
parallel to the edge c/a, and the other normal to it.
The rhombobedd seudo-symmetry is also shown in the
fact that the lane anJe of the base differs very little if at all
from 1209 ' h e most careful measurements practicable failed
to establish any variation That the an le really is 120'
seems, moreover, to be indicated by the act that on many
cleavage laminae trian ular markings are visible, which are
apparently equilateral t e angles measuring 60"; other analogous markings have four or five sides but alwa s with anglea
of 60" or 120' as near as the measurements can e made.
The above facts show that cr stallographically dickinsonite
is related to the micas and ch! I orites, although most unlike
chemically.
The plates of dickinsonite are sometimes striated parallel to
the edges c/34 c / p f , and also c / a , corresponding to the triangular markings mentioned and still more increasing the
rhombohedra1 aspect of the crystala No twins have been
ohserved, although some very imperfect crystals early suggested their possible occurrence.
The cleavage plates show a marked dichroism, parsllel to
the edge c/a, the rays being grass-green and much absorbed

f
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and n o d to this yellow-green. No examination of a section
perpendicular to the cleav e was poaaible, so that the
of the axes of elmticity in t e plane of symmetry con1 not be
determined.
ChanicaZ m ~ - T h efollowing anavsie was made by
Mr. S. L Penfield. The method of anal we was essentially
the same as that already described. d e purest material
available was selected, but it was found impoaeible to eeparate
it entirely from a little admixed quartz and eoe horite. The
small amount of alumina resent ia aeeumed to elong to the
eoe horite, and the calcu tione made accordingly. In the
tab e below, column (1) givea the original analysla ; (2) givea
the amount of each constituent of the impurities to be deducted ;
(3) gives the remainder after thia deduction has been made,
and (4 the final composition after being averaged up to the
origin amount
n)
o
o
(0
Ihpb0rlb

7

5

'k

L

!'

d

SIId quum.

P,O.

31-40
1.66
11'84
44.18
1PW
'03
0.80
4.71
4.66
3-30

22
MnO
OaO

u.0

Kt0

Na,O
He0
Quuts

86.86

39.86

1114
15-65
13'00
-03
0.80
4.71
3-47

-

-

11.40
16'10
1836
.03
'8 9
6.16
9-86

10.19

so-06

loo-16

4.13
1-66
'6 0
1.63

1.08
3.80

-

lowas

-

The ratio calculated from analysis (4) is as follows :P,Oe
= '177 -177 1.
4.
FeO
MnO
OaO
Li,O

K*O
Na*O
H,O

=
=
=

=
=

=
=

I

.171
-363
'238
901
a009
-085
"216

.as8

a.oo

11.

916

b77

8.

Tbe ratio P,O, :RO :H,O = 4 :12 :3 cornponds to the
formula R,P,O, +PH,O. If R = Mn: Fe: Ca:Na=6:24 :
3 :1+ ; this formula requim :P.0.
FeO

h 0

OaO
Na,O

He0

=
=
=

=
=
=

40'05
12-69
46-04
11'86
6.66
3.81

100.60

This corresponds as closely as could be expected with the
analysis (4) given abova
Ax. JOUB. BOL-l'mm

8ntm8, VOL =I(

8
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Another analysis by Mr. Penfield on a separate sample of
dickinsonite is given below, the lime having been lost is
determined by difference. The reaulte are arranged rre before :
(1)is the oripnal analysis; (2) the amount of quartz and eoaphorite present; (3) the result after deducting theee, and (4) the
final result calculated again to 100.
P,O~
FeO
MnO
CaO
Li,O

am

38-18
1'66
11-36

1'66

86-05

23.48

1-63

10.86
21-85
[13.67]
.21
.67
4'36

+(I

[13.6?]
.22
-67

Lo

Na;O

436
462

H.0

1.89
-

Quartz

100.00

80.63

11.90
23.96

1.89
-

-

3.U

[I4981
094
"I3
4-78
3-88

8.78

91.2a

100-00

1.08

-

Pyrognost&.-In the closed tube gives water, the first portions of which react neutral to teat paper, but the last portions
are faintly acid. The residue is magnetic. Fmea in the naked
lamp flame and B.B. in the force s colors the flame at first
pale reen then greenish yellow.
issolves in the fluxes and
d o s reactions for iron and manganese. Soluble in acids.
There is no known phosphate, so far as we are aware, which
bears any relation to dlckinsonite in crystallographic character,
and in chemical composition it seems also to be without any
ver near relatives.
e have named this most interesting mineral dkkinaonite in
honor of the Rev. John Dickinson of Redding, Conn., our
obligations to whom we have already acknowledged.

8

3

f

The occurrence of this mineral in the deepest explorations
made has already been mentioned. It is found imbedded in
albite in irregular rounded masses one to three inches in diameter and coated with a black mineral, the reault of its own oxidation ; some of these msases have only a small core of unaltered
mineral.
Physiical charach8.-No crystals of lithiophilite were found,
althou h some of the imbedded masaes have in external form a
somew at crystalline as t. There are three distinct cleavages: one quite perfect, a ways observable whenever the mineral
is broken ; a second nearly perfect at right angles to the first ;
and a third interru ted, which is prismatic, having an angle of
128°-1500, and inc ined at right an ee to the first named cleavage, and 116°-1160 to the second. he similarity in composition

%

P"
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between this species and tri hylite makes it possible to identify
theae three cleavages with t ose shown by Tschermak to belong
to the latter mineral : the most perfect cleave e is basal, the
aecond nearly perfect is brachydi onal, and t e third interrn tad cleavage is prismatic (L
1=?33'
triph lite, Tachennak).
&he hardness is about 4 6 ; and the spec' c gravity, in two
trials, 3.424, and 3.482. The color of the unaltered mineral is
generally bright salmon-color, occasionally honey-yellow,varying to yellowish-brown and on rare instances to umberbrown ; this darker color is probably due to incipient alteration. I t has a vitreous to resinous luster, and 1s generally
translucent, though small cleavage fragments are occasionally
perfectly transparent Fracture uneven to subconchoidal.
tical properties.-The optic axes in lithiophilite lie in the
e, the acute
8 e axial angle
in the extreme
The angle could not be
the result of the
measured was as follows :

f

%

d

!2Ha=71e M' for red r a p
2Ha=?so 30' for blue rays.

The dispersion of the axes is strong, v>p. The character
of the double refraction is positive. The three axial colors
are quite distinct, as follows :
For vibrstiona p n d o l to a (W in) d deep pink.
II
II
b (W in) c paIe greenish-yellow.
I4
41
c(tbrtb)5ipintpink.

aemical mpouilwn.-The following analyses are by Mr.
Horace L. WeUa The method was the same as that employed
bv Mr. Penfield in the analysis of triphylite (see beyond).
L

XI.

11

Man.

Qn8nUr.le.nh.

huo.

I

The ratio PaO, :RO :R 0=1 : 2 : 1 proves lithiophilite to
be a normal phas hate anajo ous in corn osition to tri hylite.
Its formula is Li nPO, or Li 0, +YoaI! ,O,. This krrnula

sB

B
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The miners1 lithiophilite is consequently a manganwe mernber of the triphylite gmup. Mr. Penfield has previously
shown that the trne formula of tiphylite, hitherto donbtful, is
I
n
I
n
BpPO, +R,P,O,," where R=Li, and R=Fe most1 , also Mn.
HIS conclusions are confirmed by the results of r. Welle'
analysis of lithio hilite.
Rammelsberg ound (as a mean of four analyses) in the
Bodenmais mineral 3997 p. c FeO, and 9.80 c MnO. Mr.
Penfield, in his analysis of the GnrRon, &w Hampshire,
obtained 26.09 p. c of FeO and 18.17 p. c. MnO. The altered
triphylite from Norwich, Mass, also contains a considerable
amount of manganese, but as manganese se~quioxide(22.69 24.70 p. a) ; the unaltered mineral has never been analyzed.
Theae facts go to show that between the true triphylite,-the
iron-lithium phosphata-,and the lithiophilite,-the manganeselithium phosphate-a number of different compounds exist,
containing varying amounta of iron and manganese, as is trne
in many other analogous cases of isomorphous gmups of compounda I t is mbable, however, that to all varieties of the
two minerals be onga the general formula :-

Kc

S

f

n

I

RaPOI +RaPs08.

nodies.-In the closed tube givw traces of moistnre,
t u Z % r k - b m r n and fuses but doea not baame magnetic
F u w in the naked lamp-flame and B.B., gives an intense
lithia-red flame streaked with pale green on the lower edge.
Dissolves in the fluxee givi in O.F. a dee amethystine bead,
and in RF. a faint reaction or iron. Solu le in acids.
The name lithiophilite, from lithium and p&, jhhd, may
properly be given to this species as it contains a very high percentage of li thia
6. RPDDINGITE.
Physical charactem.-Reddingite occum sparingly in minute
octahedral crystals, belonging to the or~mha& syetem. It is
also found more generally massive with $ranular structure ; it
is associated with dickinsonite, and sometimes with triploidite
Aa compared with the other species which have been des<tribed
i t is a decidedly rare mineral. The massive mineral shows a
di~tinctcleavage in one plane, the crystallogra hic direction of
which could not be aecertained in the orysta owing to their
d l size.
The hardness is 5-86 ; and the specific gravity for the mineral analyzed, containing 12 p. c. uartz is 5.04 ; this givea on
?I2. The luster is vitreous
calculation for the pure mineral 5-1
to sub-resinous: the color of the perfectly unaltered mineral

=?

!

i

Thfa Journal,
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ale rose-pink to yellowish-white, sometimea with a tinge of
{rown ; crystals are occasionally coated dark reddish-brown
from surface alteration ; the streak is white. Transparent to
translucent ; fracture uneven ; brittle.
Gry&Uine fm.-The
cr stah of reddingite are rare and
occur on y in cavities in the massive mineral. They have uniformly an octahedral
habit ; sometimes only the unit pyramid is
resent and in other casea a second macro$i onal pyramid, with the brachypinaeoid
as a own in the accom nying figure. The
crystals belong to the RTHORHOMBIC SYBTEM. The fundamental anglee are t
u follows :-

i

7

g

pap", 111 r i l l = 760 50#
pap": 111 a i i i = 110. a'

lee are only tolerably exact, the probable error
being as hig aa f 6
'
. The axial ratio caloulated from the
above anglea is :-

Yl

/

b

1.1624

(I

lDWD

The anglee of the fundamental prism (not observed), are
The obeerved planes are :-

L1=98" 6' and 81' 64'.

a. u,
PI

1,
1-2,

010;
111 ;

aia.
The important anglea are as follows, calculated from the
axial ratio :111 a i l = 660 i t ~
p,

A

= 16" 6 ( ~
p
* 1
l l l a i i l , = 110°43'
p,p"',
212, aial = xi0 3w
p ,
2
1
= 8s. 17'
p a p l 2 1 2 , ~ 9 , = 99' 69'
010.. 111, = 61. 22'
hap,
b ~ p , 010 212, = 72' 16'

e l

A

A

Of the above angles the only ones that admitted of exact
measurement were the three p ramidal angles, of which two
have been taken aa the bash o?calculstion and the third gave
lllAlil=fBO22,
uired fBO16'.
Reddingite is cloae y isomorphow with mrodite and strengite ; the corresponding pyramidal angles for the three apeciea
are aa follows :-

"1
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111 A 111 = 76" 60'
111 l i l = 66' 16'
1 1 l A i 1 1 = 110" 43'

h n t y diinemb.

Bcorodlla

Bumpltn.

(vom R.B.)

(Nla.)

77' 8'
66" 80'
111' 6'

A

78" 2a'
64' 24'
111" 30'

The axial ratios of the three species are as follow :Reddingite
8oorodite (vom Bath)

hnoite (Nk)

c (vert.)
1.0930
1'1020
ieiau

b
1.1624
1.1630
1.1866

d

1'
1'
1.

The relations of the three species in chemical composition
are spoken of in a later paragraph.
Chemical composzposzt.ion.-The
best available material was used
in the analyses by Mr. Horace L. Wells; it was free from
every impurity with the exception of the quartz, whioh was so
intimately intermixed that separation was impossible. The
preaence of the quartz, however, did not interfere in the least
with the accuracy of the composition finally deduced. The
water was determined directly.
Two analyses gave :
L
I 2-09
30.17
40.86
4.88
(treoe Li,O) .32
0.70
11.76

-0
FeO
Na,O
a10
HtO

Moan.

11.

m
PI%

i a ~ t

30.66
40.68
4.70
0.23
0.64
11.33

-

-

100.11

100.1 1

12.08
30.37
40.71
4-19
0.87
0.68
11-61

-

100-41

Excluding quartz, the mean of the two above analyses givm:
p.0,
31.62
MnO
46-88
FeO
6.43
Na.0 (tr. UtO) 0.31

-243

Cao

9 14

Hso

0.78
13.08

--

-727

943

1.

-746

3-07

-727

3-00

100.41

The ratio P,O, : RO : H,O= 1 : 3 : 3, corresponds to the formUIR Mn ,P,O,+3aq, which requires the following percentage
composition :P,O, = 34-72
MnO
H,O

= 62.08
= 13 20

-

100-00

I t is interesting to note here that the wme formula was
deduced by M. Debra!" for an artificial salt which he obtained
in brilliant crystalline grains by boili~ga solution of phos-

* A n d e a de Chimie et de Physique, III, lxi, 433, 1861.
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phoric acid in excess with pure magnanese carbonate. He
gives, however, no desoription of the form of the crystals
obtained.
The close correspondence of reddingite with scorodite and
strengite has already been pointed out ; chemically the relation
is not so close, for the manganese is all in the lowest state of
oxidation and only three molecules of water are present The
formulas for the three mi~lerolsare as follows:-

,

Ppognosth.-On
heating in the closed tube, whitens a t
first, then turns yellow and finally brown, but does not
become magnetic. In the forceps fusea in the naked lamp
B.B. colors the flame pale green and fuses
flame (F=2!
easily to a b ackish-brown non-magnetic globule. Dissolves in
the fluxes and r a t s for manganese and iron. Soluble in
hydrochloric and nitric acids.
lkddingite is named from the town in which the locality is
situated. I t was the last of the above species to be discovered,
and we were led to make an especial search for it by finding
black octahedrons implanted upon one specimen which were
obviously paeudomorphs and which could not be referred
to any known species. Another s imen exhibited pseudomorphs of the same species, but w ere the alteration was not
so far advanced.

f?

Concluding nola

In a second aper upon this locality which we expect to publish within a ew months we shall describe under the name of
f i i r - M i t e a sixth new species, whose character has been determined too late to find a place in these pagea I t is a hydrous
phos hate of manganese and lime, having the formula R,P,O,
+2 E f,0, where the protoxide elementa are manganese and lime
; also iron and soda in small quantities. Fairfieldite is
a ye1 owish-white to colorless transparent mineral, with an
adamantine luster on the surface of eminent cleavage; the
hardness is 3.5, and the specific gravity is 3-15
We intend also to give descriptions and, so far as possible,
analyses of the other associated minerals, as, rhodochrosite,
hebronite, the black massive products of decomposition and
other species of special interest.

!

